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Last Updated July 17, 2020 at 5:40 AM By David Webb. When downloading your system, it is not uncommon to welcome one or a number of computer beeps. While hearing one short beep is normal and indicates that your system is loading, a number of beeps are usually indicative of some kind of internal error. Each series of beeps corresponds to a
different problem and points to different problem areas in your computer. This article will teach you how to decipher the beeps coming from your computer so that you can take appropriate steps to get your system back to normal. How to Recognize Computer Beep Errors Beeps After Launch How to Solve It? How to recognize computer beep errors A very
short beep indicates a problem with the motherboard. It can also mean that you have a memory problem with the system (BIOS AWARD). A long beep followed by three consecutive short beeps signals a problem with graphics card configurations. A short beep followed by three consecutive long beeps means you have problems with system memory. If you
hear a beep, pause, beep, pause, and then two consecutive beeps, the error is related to your processor (central processing unit). Three beeps, a pause, three beeps, a pause, and then four beeps indicate a memory problem. One long beep and nine short beeps means there is a problem with ROM (BIOS AWARD). Three beeps, a pause, four beeps, a
pause, and then a beep signals an error using a graphics card. Four beeps, a pause, three beeps, a pause, and then one beep indicates problems with system memory. Five short beeps is another sign of problems with the processor. Long, constant alerts alert the system with memory problems. If your computer beeps after starting the OS, this could be a
sign that your processor is overheating. If not resolved immediately, it could be potentially harmful to your system. Clear the space from your computer and make sure your PC fan works. If the computer beeps and the system fails to start properly, serious hardware problems may exist. Make sure that no obstacles block the air vents (paper) because heat is
often the main problem. Try removing dust on cooling vents. Make sure the cooling fans rotate without noise. Here are some basic steps that solve the problem of sound Turn off the computer, remove the power cord. Remove any media from the drives (CD, DVD, USB, memory sticks, etc.) and disable all secondary peripherals (printer, scanner, etc.
Reconnecting the power cord, Turn on the computer If it doesn't work: Turn off the computer, remove the power cord. : Check for dust around cooling areas. Problems with the keyboard: make sure the key is not stuck. RAM or hard drive failure: drive: that memory and cables duly sit. The motherboard component failed. Image: © Pixabay At launch,
computers perform a Power-on Self Test, commonly referred to as POST. If problems are detected while downloading, you can usually diagnose them with bug codes displayed on the screen. However, if nothing appears on the screen, the computer can use sounds (i.e. beeps) to tell you what happened. Many of these errors point to hardware problems that
a service technician needs to fix. However, some bugs are easy to fix. For example, keyboard controller errors often mean that the keyboard is not connected. Below are the sound codes for some common BIOS brands for PCs. For information about Mac beep codes or start tones, see for more information on beeps and error codes, see ComputerHope.com
POST computer and beep codes. Premium BIOSes typically use more screen bugs than beeps. For the BioSes Award produced by Phoenix Technologies, look out for the following from the Phoenix Technologies AwardBIOS Error Messages page: The only AwardBIOS beep code indicates that a video error has occurred, and BIOS cannot initiate a video
screen to display any additional information. This beep consists of one long beep, followed by two short beeps. Any other beeps are probably THE RAM (Random Access Memory) problems. The BioSes Award, not manufactured by Phoenix Technologies, uses the following beeps; This information from the BIOS Central Premium Bios Beep Codes page:
Beep Meaning 1 Long, 2 Short Video Adapter Errors: Bad or Wrong Sitting Graphics Card Repeating Memory Error Signals: Bad or Wrong Seated RAM 1 Long, 3 Short Bad Video RAM or Graphics Cards Not Present High Frequency Beeps Overheated Processor: Check Fans Repeating High/Low Beep Processor: Wrong Seated or Defective AMI
Processors (American Megatrends) Info below Sound Signals Value 1 Short DRAM Update Failure 2 Short Breakdown Parity Scheme in First 64 KB RAM: Most Likely Bad RAM or perhaps one of the hardware tests failed 3 short memory failures in the first 64 KB of RAM: Probably poor RAM IC 4 short timer failure : Bad IC watches or poor RAM in the first
memory bank 5 short processor failure: CPU failed. 6 short keyboard controller Gate A20 bug: keyboard controller failed. Thanks to its integration into the system board, you usually have to replace the motherboard. 7 short exception error Mode: The processor created an exception error. Bad processor or motherboard 8 short memory Display Read/write test
failure: Bad graphics card 9 short ROM BIOS check failure: BIOS is defective 10 short CMOS shutdown Read/write error 11 short memory cache error: In particular, L2 cache is bad. 1 long, 2 short video system failure: Error in BIOS graphics card, or horizontal horizontal failed 1 long, 3 short conventional / Advanced memory failure: RAM is bad 1 long, 8
short display / rollback test failed: Video adapter is defective or missing AST BIOS Next information from the BIOS Central AST Bios Beep Codes page. The Beeps Value 1 short failure of the processor register test: the processor failed. 2 short keyboard controller buffer failures: Keyboard controller failed. 3 short keyboard controller reset failure: The
keyboard controller failed or the motherboard circuit malfunctioned. 4 Short Keyboard Communication Failure: Bad keyboard controller or keyboard 5 short keyboard typing failure: Keyboard controller IC failed. 6 short system chipset failure: The chipset on the motherboard failed. Replace the motherboard. 9 short bios ROM check error: BIOS ROM failed. If
possible, replace BIOS on the motherboard. 10 short test system timer failure: The IC clock system failed. 11 short failure asic: Closure of the motherboard failed. Replace the motherboard. 12 short MEMORY failure: Real-time/CMOS IC hours failed. Replace CMOS or motherboard. 1 long DMA controller 0 glitch: DMA controller IC for Channel 0 failed. If
possible, replace the IC. 1 long, 1 short DMA 1 controller glitch: DMA controller IC for Channel 1 failed. If possible, replace the IC. 1 long, 2 short video of vertical rollback failure: Video adapter probably failed. Replace the video adapter. 1 long, 3 short failure of the video memory test: the memory video adapter failed. Replace the video adapter. 1 long, 4 short
video adapter failure: video adapter failed. Replace the video adapter. 1 long, 5 short 64KB memory failure: Failure occurred in the base of 64 KB memory. If possible, replace the RAM IC. 1 long, 6 short Incapable to load the interruption vector: BIOS was unable to load the interruption vectors in memory. 1 long, 7 short Can't initiate video: This video is a
problem. Replace the video adapter first. If the problem persists, replace the motherboard. 1 long, 8 short memory glitch video: There is a glitch in the video's memory. Replace the video adapter first. If the problem persists, replace the motherboard. Compaq Next information from the BIOS Central Compaq BIOS Beep Codes page. Sound Signals Value 1
Short Error: The system is loaded properly. 1 long, 1 short bios ROM check error: BioS ROM content does not match the expected content. If possible, reboot the BIOS from the PAH. 2 Short Common Errors: No specifics available about what this code means 1 long, 2 short video errors: Check out the video adapter and make sure it sits properly. If possible,
replace the video adapter. 7 beeps (1 long, 1 short, 1 1 short, pause, 1 long, 1 short, 1 short) video AGP: AGP graphics card malfunctioning. Transfer the card or replace it directly. This beep is a signal Compaq Deskpro. Continuous beep memory error: Poor RAM; Replace and test 1 short, 2 long Bad RAM: Reseat RAM and then retest; replace RAM if the
failure continues. Phoenix Next Information refers to Phoenix BIOS 3.07 or 4.h. This information from the Phoenix BIOS beep codes section ComputerHope.com Post and beep page codes. The dashes indicate pauses between beeps. Sound Signals Value 1-1-1-3 Check the real mode. 1-1-2-1 Get a type of processor. 1-1-2-3 Initiate system equipment. 1-1-
3-1 Initiate the registers of chipsets with the original POST values. 1-1-3-2 Set in the POST flag. 1-1-3-3 Initiate processor registers. 1-1-4-1 Initiate cache to the initial POST values. 1-1-4-3 Initiate I/O. 1-2-1-1 Initialize power management. 1-2-1-2 Download alternative registers with initial POST values. 1-2-1-3 Go to UserPatch0. 1-2-2-1 Initiate the keyboard
controller. 1-2-2-3 BIOS ROM checksum 1-2-3-1 8254 timer initialization 1-2-3-3 8237 DMA controller initialization 1-2-4-1 Reboot Programmable Interruption Controller. 1-3-1-1 DrAM Test update. 1-3-1-3 Test 8742 Keyboard Controller. 1-3-2-1 Set the ES segment to register up to 4GB. 1-3-3-1 28 Auto-ismize DRAM. 1-3-3-3 Clear 512 KB RAM base. 1-3-4-1
Test 512 KB base address lines. 1-3-4-3 Test 512 KB basic memory. 1-4-1-3 CPU bus clock frequency test. 1-4-2-4 Reinitialize chipset. 1-4-3-1 BioS ROM Shadow System. 1-4-3-2 Reinitialize cache. 1-4-3-3 Automatic cache. 1-4-4-1 Set up advanced chipset rosters. 1-4-4-2 Download alternative registers with CMOS values. 2-1-1-1 Set the initial processor
speed. 2-1-1-3 Initiate vector interruption. 2-1-2-1 Initialize BIOS interrupts. 2-1-2-3 Check the ROM copyright notice. 2-1-2-4 Original Manager for PCI Options ROMs. 2-1-3-1 Check the video configuration against CMOS. 2-1-3-2 Initiate pCI bus and devices. 2-1-3-3 initiate all video adapters in the system. 2-1-4-1 Shadow Video BioS ROM. 2-1-4-3 Copyright
notice display. 2-2-1-1 CPU-type display and speed. 2-2-1-3 Test keyboard. 2-2-2-1 Set the key button if enabled. 2-2-2-3 56 Turn on the keyboard. 2-2-3-1 Test for unexpected breaks. 2-2-3-3 Display message Click F2 to enter SETUP. 2-2-4-1 RAM test between 512 and 640 KB. 2-3-1-1 Extended Memory Test. 2-3-1-3 Test extended memory address lines.
2-3-2-1 Go to UserPatch1. 2-3-2-3 Set up extended cache registers. 2-3-3-1 Turn on the external and processor caches. 2-3-3-3 Displaying the outer size of the cache. 2-3-4-1 Shadow Message Display. 2-3-4-3 in-time segments. 2-4-1-1 Error Messages Display. 2-4-1-3 Check for configuration errors. 2-4-2-1 Test in real time clock. 2-4-2-3 Checking
keyboard errors. 2-4-4-1 Equipment setting interrupts vectors. 2-4-4-3 Test coprocessor if necessary. 3-1-1-1 Disable I/O. 3-1-1-3 Onboard Ports and Install External Ports RS232. 3-1-2-1 Discover and install external parallel ports. 3-1-2-3 Re-initialization on board B/O ports. 3-1-3-1 To initiate the BIOS data area. 3-1-3-3 Initialize Initial BioS data area. 3-1-4-1
Initiate a floppy controller. 3-2-1-1 To initiate a hard drive controller. 3-2-1-2 Initiate a local hard drive controller. 3-2-1-3 Go to UserPatch2. 3-2-2-1 Disable the A20 address line. 3-2-2-3 Clear a huge ES register segment. 3-2-3-1 RoMs Search. 3-2-3-3 Shadow version of ROMs. 3-2-4-1 Power management setup. 3-2-4-3 Turn on hardware breaks. 3-3-1-1 Set
the time of day. 3-3-1-3 Check key lock. 3-3-3-1 Erase the F2 post. 3-3-3-3 Scan at F2 keystroke. 3-3-4-1 Enter SETUP. 3-3-4-3 Clear in-POST flag. 3-4-1-1 Error Check. 3-4-1-3 POST completed; prepare to load the operating system. 3-4-2-1 One beep. 3-4-2-3 Check password (optional). 3-4-3-1 Clear Global Descriptor Table. 3-4-4-1 Clear parity checkers.
3-4-4-3 Clean screen (optional). 3-4-4-4 Check the virus and back reminders. 4-1-1-1 Try to boot with INT 19. 4-2-1-1 Interruption Handler Error. 4-2-1-3 Unknown interruption error. 4-2-2-1 Waiting for a break error. 4-2-2-3 To initiate the rom error option. The shutdown error is 4-2-3-1. 4-2-3-3 Advanced Block Move. The outage error is 4-2-4-1. 4-3-1-3 Initiate
chipset. 4-3-1-4 To initiate an update counter. 4-3-2-1 Test for forced flash. 4-3-2-2 Check HW ROM status. 4-3-2-3 BIOS ROM is fine. 4-3-2-4 Do a full RAM test. 4-3-3-1 Do OEM initialization. 4-3-3-2 Initiate the interrupt controller. 4-3-3-3 Read in the download code. 4-3-3-4 Initiate all vectors. 4-3-4-1 Boot the Flash program. 4-3-4-2 Initiate the download
device. The 4-3-4-3 boot code was read well. IBM Desktop Beeps Value No Beeps No Power, Free Map Extension (ISA, PCI, or AGP), short, or wrong grounded motherboard 1 short system is a good 1 long video/display problem; graphics card incorrectly seated or defective 2 short POST Error displayed on the monitor 3 long problems with 3270 keyboard
card 1 long, 1 short problem with the system board 1 long, 2 short problems with the display adapter (MDA, CGA) 1 long, 3 short problems with EGA Repeating short beeps Problem with power or system board Continuous beep problem with power or system board IBM ThinkPad beeps Meaning continuous sound system board failure 1 beep with empty
LCD signal connector problem, LCD Video adapter failure, or failure to build LCD 1 bee beep w/message Fail to access download source Device Download failure or bad board system 1 long, 2 short board system, video adapter, or LCD build failure 1 long 4 Short Low Battery Voltage 1 beep every second Low battery voltage 2 short / Post Read the error
message on display 2 short with an empty display System board failure Mylex Beeps Meaning 1 Normal download: No problem 2 Video adapter bug: Video adapter does not sit or faulty 3 Keyboard error controller: Keyboard controller IC bad 4 Keyboard error: Keyboard itself can be bad, or controller IC on the motherboard 5 PIC 0 error: 1 error: Just like the
above 7 DMA error register pages: DMA controller IC bad 8 RAM update error 9 RAM data error 10 RAM parity error 11 DMA controller 0 error: DMA controller IC for channel 0 failed 12 CMOS RAM error: Bad CM CM RAM 13 DMA controller 1 error: DMA controller 1 : Dead CMOS battery; Usually you can replace 15 CMOS RAM checksum error: CMOS
RAM failed 16 BIOS ROM verification bug: BIOS RAM failed quader bios Next information with bios Central Quadtel BIOS Beep page codes. 1 short normal download: The system loads normally. 2 short errors CMOS IC: CMOS RAM is faulty. Replace IC if possible. 1 long, 2 short video glitch: Video adapter is faulty. If possible, overwork the video adapter or
replace it. 1 long, 3 short peripheral controller error: One or more of the system's peripheral controllers are bad. Replace the controllers and re-protest. Check. beep sound in computer. beep sound in computer problem. beep sound in computer problem pdf. beep sound in computer meaning. beep sound in computer system. beep sound in computer start.
how to fix beep sound in computer. what is 4 beep sound in computer
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